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Itâ€™s not Halloween but horror is hitting The Bounding Storm â€¦ and Rowan Gray couldnâ€™t be

more excited.Thatâ€™s right, the Indie Horror Movies are being held on the ship and that means the

entire guest list is made up of members of the B-movie industry. As a horror buff, Rowan is having

trouble containing her enthusiasm. She canâ€™t wait to meet some of her favorites, although the

experience might not be all she dreamed about.From a security perspective, the awards donâ€™t

offer up much trouble for Quinn Davenport â€“ other than the expensive camera serving as the

grand prize. Heâ€™s more interested in keeping Rowan out of trouble than anything else.When

Rowanâ€™s special gift rears its ugly head and one of the biggest actresses falls under a death

omen, Quinn and Rowan find themselves in the unenviable position of watching her without tipping

their hands. When she goes missing, they expect the worst â€¦ and thatâ€™s long before death

officially comes calling.Rowan may love horror movies but she doesnâ€™t enjoy fiction intruding on

real life. Something big is going on â€“ and it seems all the guests have a secret. Rowan needs to

sort through the lies, discover the truth, and find a way to save the day.Thatâ€™s if she herself

survives, of course, which is no guarantee on a ship full of potential killers.A storm is coming, and a

killer is in their midst. Itâ€™s anybodyâ€™s guess who will make it to the final credits.
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This series just keeps getting better! Like the author, I too am a true romantic & love a happy

ending. In this series you get suspense, murder, romance, & a little dash of magic, & definitely a

happy ending!For this cruise the ship is host to the Indie Horror Awards. Included are B-list

actresses, directors, & crew. Rowan is very into horror flicks & is extremely excited until the death

symbol shows up on one of her photos. As Rowen & head of ship's security BF Quinn try to keep

the target safe, they have to contend with bizarre passengers, & then also feeling pressured by the

crew who keep pressuring them to take their relationship to the next level.This is a great book with

all sorts of interesting characters, a unique setting, & a twisting & turning plot. Can't wait for Rowen's

& Quinn's next sailing.

I really liked it. It is light and fun reading. The storyline was fun, I am intrigued with the

disappearance of Rowan's father. I hope we find out more later in the series. I found it funny and fun

that Rowan liked horror movies, only to find out the actors were a bit on the weird side and not at all

what she was hoping the cruise would be like. If you are looking for a fun light read, this is for you. If

you want something a bit heavier then this is not for you. I read for pleasure, and I really like this

author she hits my lighter reading list every time!

A good book, I enjoyed it. I recommend it to anyone who likes a good mystery. I hope there are

more to come.

I love everything about this series, this installment is no exception. I enjoy the strong characters,

their interactions and development. I was surprised by the villain, it'll keep you guessing. I loved the

ending of this book . I love everything about this series, this installment is no exception. I enjoy the

strong characters( Sally, Demarcus, and the captain included), their interactions and development. I

was surprised by the villain, it'll keep you guessing. I loved the ending of this book. I just love Rowan

and Quinn and their progressing romance. I wonder if the FBI agent will make another appearance

in the future. The series is unique and well worth the read.

I love this series and the author, but it's basically the same story in every book. Cruise ship, murder



(I would stop going on this cruise line for sure) and Rowan and Quinn solve it whilst one of them is

in peril. I know that since they all work on a cruise ship the story has to be told on it as well, but I just

wish it wasn't so rinse and repeat.

I love this series and I love everything this author writes. The story is always interesting, the

characters are well written and the mystery always complex enough that it's never easy to figure out

the villain.

Rowan and Quinn are back! This time on a cruise filled with horror movie people. Rowan finds out

that this cruise is nothing like she imaged. Missing actresses and murder ruin the trip. Its a pretty fun

light read

Third book in the Rowan Gray series and they keep getting better. Honestly, there isn't a book

written by Lily Harper Heart that I haven't liked. Eagerly await the next book in any of her other book

series.
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